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in Moscow, as the only possible vindication of the family's
honour.
Then Peter arrived and corroborated all that Shane had
said, adding lurid details. The morning papers had published
my interviews with large headlines, and as we talked we were
constantly interrupted by telephone calls from newspaper
photographers, asking for appointments. The door bell rang
so persistently that finally it was decided to leave the door
open.
" Melbourne " appeared, in a great hurry; he had rushed up
to St. John's Wood, which was in the opposite direction to his
office, in order to secure my diary.
" You have kept a diary ? " he asked.
" Of course I have."
" Give it to me ! "
Shane also wanted it, he had promised to show it to the
editor of the Times. " Melbourne " was going to lunch that
very day with Northcliffe. That satisfied Shane.
" Let him have it," he said.
" I can't—it's all scribbled in pencil untidily—it wants
re-writing."
" That's no matter."
" But there are private bits	"
" That's no matter either ! "
I unpacked it from among my sables. " Melbourne"
snatched it and disappeared through the door, leaving me still
protesting:
" Bits are private	"
In the afternoon he came back to tell me that the Times
had taken it, and were getting it typed. I might not even
re-write it,
I groaned, " what will people think ? " as I recalled all sorts
of twaddle and sob stuff that I would gladly have suppressed
" Melbourne " however, was quite sure the Times were the
best judges. Something else, however, was on my mind that
obliterated for a moment the problem of my diary. I extracted
from my bag a hundred pound note.
" Pay that back, wherever it belongs ..." I said.
" Don't bother," he answered.

